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Abstract—Deep Learning (DL) models have caused a paradigm
shift in our ability to comprehend raw data in various important fields, ranging from intelligence warfare and healthcare
to autonomous transportation and automated manufacturing.
A practical concern, in the rush to adopt DL models as a
service, is protecting the models against Intellectual Property (IP)
infringement. The DL models are commonly built by allocating
significant computational resources that process vast amounts
of proprietary training data. The resulting models are therefore
considered to be the IP of the model builder and need to be
protected to preserve the owner’s competitive advantage.
This paper proposes DeepSigns, a novel end-to-end IP protection framework that enables insertion of coherent digital
watermarks in contemporary DL models. DeepSigns, for the
first time, introduces a generic watermarking methodology that
can be used for protecting DL owner’s IP rights in both whitebox and black-box settings, where the adversary may or may
not have the knowledge of the model internals. The suggested
methodology is based on embedding the owner’s signature
(watermark) in the probability density function (pdf) of the
data abstraction obtained in different layers of a DL model.
DeepSigns can demonstrably withstand various removal and
transformation attacks, including model compression, model finetuning, and watermark overwriting. Proof-of-concept evaluations
on MNIST, and CIFAR10 datasets, as well as a wide variety of
neural network architectures including Wide Residual Networks,
Convolution Neural Networks, and Multi-Layer Perceptrons
corroborate DeepSigns’ effectiveness and applicability.

I. I NTRODUCTION
The fourth industrial revolution empowered by machine
learning algorithms is underway. The popular class of deep
learning models and other contemporary machine learning
methods are enabling this revolution by providing a significant
leap in accuracy and functionality of the underlying model.
Several applications are already undergoing serious transformative changes due to the integration of intelligence, including
(but not limited to) social networks, autonomous transportation, automated manufacturing, natural language processing,
intelligence warfare and smart health [1], [2], [3], [4].
Deep learning is an empirical field in which training a
highly accurate model requires: (i) Having access to a massive
collection of mostly labeled data that furnishes comprehensive
coverage of potential scenarios that might appear in the target
application. (ii) Allocating substantial computing resources to
fine-tune the underlying model topology (i.e., type and number
of hidden layers), hyper-parameters (i.e., learning rate, batch
size, etc.), and DL weights in order to obtain the most accurate
model. Given the costly process of designing and training a
deep neural network, DL models are typically considered to be

the intellectual property of the model builder. Protection of the
models against IP infringement is particularly important for
deep neural networks to preserve the competitive advantage
of the DL model owner and ensure the receipt of continuous
query requests by clients if the model is deployed in the cloud
as a service.
Embedding digital watermarks into deep neural networks is
a key enabler for reliable technology transfer. A digital watermark is a type of marker covertly embedded in a signal or IP,
including audio, videos, images, or functional designs. Digital
watermarks are commonly adopted to identify ownership of
the copyright of such a signal or function. Watermarking has
been immensely leveraged over the past decade to protect
the ownership of multimedia and video content, as well as
functional artifacts such as digital integrated circuits [5], [6],
[7], [8], [9]. Extension of watermarking techniques to deep
learning models, however, is still in its infancy.
DL models can be used in either a white-box or a black-box
setting. In a white-box setting, the model parameters are public
and shared with a third-party. Model sharing is a common
approach in the machine learning field (e.g., the Model Zoo
by Caffe Developers, and Alexa Skills by Amazon). Note that
even though models are voluntarily shared with the public, it
is important to protect pertinent IP and preserve the copyright
of the original owner. In the black-box setting, the model
details are not publicly shared and the model is only available
to execute as a remote black-box Application Programming
Interface (API). Most of the DL APIs deployed in cloud
servers fall within the black-box category.
Authors in [10], [11] propose a watermarking approach for
embedding the IP information in the static content of convolutional neural networks (i.e., weight matrices). Although
this work provides a significant leap as the first attempt to
watermark neural networks, it poses (at least) three limitations
as we shall discuss in Section VII: (i) It incurs a bounded
watermarking capacity due to the use of static properties
of a model (weights) as opposed to using dynamic content
(activations). Note that the weights of a neural network are
invariable (static) during the execution phase, regardless of
the data passing through the model. The activations, however,
are dynamic and both data- and model-dependent. As such, we
argue that using activations (instead of static weights) provides
more flexibility for watermarking purposes. (ii) It is not robust
against overwriting the original embedded watermark by a
third-party. (iii) It targets white-box settings and is inapplicable
to black-box scenarios.

